
6 comments:  

1.  

AnonymousFriday, September 21, 2012 

hi everyone here, 

we can get justice if we all get together .is there anyone residing in or around new delhi 

amongst you?if so then please file PIL in supereme court against ugc net department 

asking them to take out another list of those who have qualified their aforesaid 

criteria.Remember if we do not take an action this time ,we shall be fooled every time by 

them. 

Reply  

Reply 

2.  

AnonymousSaturday, September 22, 2012 

hi there every one, 

yes i belive this is injustice,and we alll need to come togather ,this is total fraud.and we 

wont allow them to do injustice to us.though we dont reside in delhi we can still come 

togather and file a case via hiring an advocate there.common guys ,we need to do it, 

comment back if u guys agree,we can contact afterwards,plz do it soon 

Reply 

3.  

AnonymousSunday, September 23, 2012 

total injustice...lets come together 

Reply 

4.  

AnonymousSunday, September 23, 2012 

this is a total injustice.if according to the ugc officials the cut off marks were that 

confidential then why make it public now????????the ugc form fill up should have a very 
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clear cut guidelines and the net applicants have the every rights to know every details 

very very clearly.who knws what new notification will pop up every time net results are 

decleared.!!!!!!!!the ugc should review the result again and take necessary steps soon. 

Reply 

5.  

arjun bhagwatSaturday, September 29, 2012 

what should be done in this order? 

Reply 

6.  arjun bhagwatSaturday, September 29, 2012 

what should be done in this order? 

Reply 

7.  Thiru SamMonday, October 01, 2012 

see people should not talk thay have to come and fight we must get a stay for next ugc 

that is going to b conducted ...........Its a great injustice for sc an st cuttoff 55% .i belong 

to obc is thay are going to give any job? 

Reply 

8.  

AnonymousFriday, October 05, 2012 

I just wants to know whether you people took any steps to file case against ugc 

Reply 

9.  

AnonymousSunday, October 07, 2012 

To all who r filing case against ugc.......its foolishness to file case...its already mention on 

the site of ugc that the final criteria will be decided by ugc at the time of declaration of 

result....u can challenge ugc only on subject wise cut offf and that is also not damn sure 
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that u will win....its better to prepare for next ugc net instead of wasting ur time and 

money....otherwise ugc will make such difficult criteria next time that it is very hard to 

clear it....at last all depends on u..dont mind...u can do anything against ugc ..its a 

democracy 

Reply 

10.  

AnonymousThursday, October 11, 2012 

though some of them are misguiding that itis foolishness to file a case and that ugc has 

mentioned on the site that the final decision was there's. I belive that there has to be a 

logical decision and the candidates should know how y the UGC has arrived to such 

decision, otherwise the UGC tommorrow might say that the aggregate percentage is 80%. 

therefore it is right to question the criteria and it is the right of the candidate appearing. it 

is matter of justifying the results in the court of law rather than illogical dictatorship. Also 

a forum should be formed by delhiites and students from different region should come 

forward to contribute for court fees. 

Reply 

11.  

AnonymousThursday, October 18, 2012 

We have decided to sit Satyagraha in front of Secretariat,Thiruvanathapuram (Kerala) on 

20th October(Saturday).Please reach main gate of Secretatiat at 10am. 

Reply 

12.  

AnonymousTuesday, October 23, 2012 

Instead of crying and getting angry with the result prepare for the next exam. Remember 

in any test or exam there is always a thin line between winners and losers.  

Reply 

13.  
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AnonymousMonday, November 12, 2012 

UGC said that it has the power to fix the criteria it wants to fix , yes it might have but 

should the student has the right to know it before he appears the exam.UGCs always keep 

changing the criteria with out prior notice.Let UGC fix the criteria it wants but it should 

be well in advance and in clear numerical terms.The objective behind the practice of 

changing the criteria, that ugc like, after the examination is over is not known and also 

against the fundamental right of citizen. If it is to improve the standard of examination, 

changing criteria is not a solution.Even in the light of acute shortage of faculties in 

colleges this kind of attitudes of UGC is suspicious.we should react to it especially the 

SC/ST students whose representation is no where in the Higher education sector. It is also 

a fact that UGC has not given power to change the criteria except the percentage.  

Reply 

14.  AnonymousFriday, November 16, 2012 

What an irony, initially we are informed that ugc has fully authority to establish a criteria 

which resulted when the results of net exam which was held in June 2012 were declared. 

Now the hierarchy again showed its ugly face by fixing another criteria decided 

somewhere behind the fortified air conditioned rooms. It always happens in this country 

that the future is decided by those who hardly have concerns about it. For god-sake if 

those, whoever decided this new criteria, can tell me that what are bases of this new 

system except their political and bureaucratic bias? If a candidate is expected to score 

40%, 40% & 50% how does the some total of these grades become 65% or in the recent 

case 55%? This is nothing else than disturbance and sheer harassment. 

Reply 

15.   AnonymousFriday, December 07, 2012 

ugc is not giving jobs.it should pass all candidates who have scored minimum criteria. 

Reply 

16.  

AnonymousTuesday, December 11, 2012 

ugc should fix cut off marks subjectwise and publish another list. 

Reply 
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